
NFA Assorted Creatives Quiz— 
entrepreneurs, dancers, magicians, chefs, 
comedians, aerialists, fashion designers, etc. 
True / False  I have more ideas than time to do them.      

True / False  I write down, sketch and/or record as many of my thoughts as possible.  

True / False  I pay attention to the world.        

True / False  I squeeze the marrow out of this life.       

True / False  I bust a move to make shit happen.       

True / False  I want to be great at my thing (and I do something about it).   

True / False  I am fully blown away by the talent of my favorite people in my field.  

True / False  I have a feeling that I’m on this earth to do something cool.   

True / False  Play, experimentation and failure are essential to my process.   

True / False  My future self is even more awesome than my current self.    

True / False  People ask me for advice about what I do.      

True / False  I read mags, blogs, newsletters about what I love.     

True / False  I have/ want/ need a kickass mentor.       

True / False  Learning an awesome new thing/ idea/ technique is a really big deal.  

True / False  Hanging around in my comfort zone is kind of boring.    

True / False  I somehow manage to push through even when the going gets tough.  

True / False  I am constantly improving, or at least moving in that direction.   



True / False  I embrace an element of chaos in my work, life, plan.    

True / False  I have been known to look up how-to’s about my passion on the internet.  

True / False  Some might say that I’m kind of obsessed.      

One point for TRUE.  
Zero points for FALSE. 
              

17- 20  You are full on Not F*ing Around. 
13-16  Your middle name is ‘Amazing.’ 
9-12  Keep your eye on the prize. 
4-8  Ya gotta have faith. 
0-3  Time to step it up. 
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